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1. Introduction

During the last decade, numerous deformation tools have been proposed to ease the manipulation of global shapes (e.g., the pose of a character) of increasingly complex and detailed geometries [BS08, LLCO08, JBPS11, PLG13]. In contrast, the manipulation of medium to fine scale features (e.g., carved symbols) has received very little attention. Sculpting tools, as found in many production software, are very well suited to the creation of details and they can even be applied to point-clouds [ZPKG02, PKKG03]. This is desirable to avoid issues with changes in topology and to enable the direct editing of data coming from 3D acquisition systems. On the other hand, sculpting tools are time consuming when it comes to exaggerating or smoothing existing geometric features: the user has to manually adjust the size of the brush’s footprint, and advanced drawing skills are required to properly follow the features. Moreover, this ap-
proach lacks accuracy as it is often impossible to precisely edit a feature at a given scale without affecting the other ones. Our main objective is to make this possible.

This last observation motivates the needs for a clear separation of the features at different scales. A well-established practice for the multi-scale analysis of shapes is to consider the eigenfunction decomposition of the heat kernel or Laplace-Beltrami operator [Lev06, SOG09, ZVKD10]. Such spectral approaches have been recently extended to point-clouds [LPG12, PS13]. The shape can then be manipulated at different frequencies through a re-composition of the eigenfunctions [VL08]. However, this does not permit to directly edit a precise feature at a given scale as such a task requires to determine the respective set of eigenfunctions. Despite a very recent effort in that direction [NVT+14], this still constitute a challenging problem.

Another approach consists in computing a sequence of surfaces at multiple scales, for instance, through a smoothing operator [KCVS98, GSS99]. Then, to ensure that the changes performed at one level are consistently propagated to higher ones, the levels are stored as the differences between two successive scales in a coarse to fine manner. Then, one can smooth a specific band frequency by weighting the coefficients of the respective levels. As proposed by Pauly et al. [PKG06], this approach can be efficiently applied to point-clouds using Moving-Least-Squares (MLS) [AA03] to define the surface levels, and sub-sampling to speed-up the computation of the largest scales. One of the major limitation is that the levels of the discrete multi-scale representation do not coincide with the scales of details and features which are present in the surface. As a result, manipulating a specific feature is still a tedious task which requires the manual adjustment of several levels in a non uniform manner.

To address this limitation, we propose a novel multi-scale decomposition which automatically and dynamically groups the different frequencies such that every level precisely matches a relevant feature present in a region of interest selected by the user. Each feature may thus be enhanced or smoothed independently by controlling a single weight per feature, for instance via an equalizer interface (Figure 1). This is made possible by a multi-scale analysis technique that automatically determines the ranges of scales corresponding to the most relevant features. From a technical point of view, we introduce a novel method to estimate the pertinence of a scale which extends the notion of geometric variation [ELZ06] using a meshless geometric variation measure [MGB+12]. We also show how the extraction problem can be robustly addressed by a clustering algorithm. Consistency between our multi-scale analysis and decomposition is ensured by a joint use of the Algebraic Point Set Surfaces definition [GG07], which robustly defines a smooth implicit surface from a set of points at arbitrary scales through the fitting of algebraic spheres. Finally, after a short preprocessing time, our approach handles millions of points in real-time.

2. Overview

Our editing tool starts with an unstructured set of points \( P = \{p_i\} \) describing a smooth surface. Using the Algebraic Point Set Surfaces (APSS) method [GG07], we conceptually define a continuous set of scale-varying surfaces \( S \). At a preprocessing stage this formalism is used to decompose our original point-cloud \( P \) into a discrete multi-scale representation (Figure 3), where each level is incrementally stored in a coarse-to-fine manner, by storing the differences between two successive levels as detailed in section 3.

Given a region of interest (ROI) selected by the user (Figure 2a), our main goal is to automatically generate an adaptive geometric equalizer where each slider controls an interval of scales defining a pertinent feature. We start by computing for each selected point \( p_i \) its multi-scale geometric variation \( v_i \) (Figure 2b) using the above scale-varying surfaces \( S \) in conjunction with the Growing Least Squares (GLS) technique [MGB+12]. For each scale the function \( v_i \) measures how much the neighborhood of the point \( p_i \) changes for a small scale variation. The intuition of our detection method is that pertinent features occur at scales exhibiting small geometric variation, while high geometric variation indicates transition between two features at different scales. This insight is used to determine weighted pertinent scales (Figure 2c) which are accumulated over the ROI.

Assuming the ROI is homogeneous in terms of features and scales, the number and respective scales of these features are extracted using an unsupervised learning procedure (Figure 2d). This extraction process is described in section 4.

Once this local analysis has been carried out, each slider is mapped to a band of the multi-scale representation. The feature corresponding to each band is then either enhanced or reduced independently (Figure 2e), and the surface is reconstructed in real-time as detailed in section 5.

3. Multi-scale representation

Our multi-scale representation follows the top-down construction principle of Pauly et al. [PKG06]. Instead of using planar local approximations to define the surface levels, we employ the APSS approach [GG07] which avoids collapsing at large scales, and is more robust to sparse sampling.

Given a set of points \( P = \{p_i\} \) equipped with normals \( n_i \), the surface \( S(t) \) at scale \( t \) is defined as the 0-isosurface of the scale-varying scalar field \( f(x,t) \):

\[
  f(x,t) = [1 \ T x^T x ] \cdot u(x,t) ,
\]

where \( u(x,t) = [u_0, u_1] \) is the 5D vector of coefficients defining the algebraic sphere which best approximates the neighborhood of \( x \). In practice, \( u \) is obtained through a fast
weighted least-square minimization [GG08]. The influence of the neighbors of \( p_i \) is controlled by the following compactly supported and scale dependent weight function:

\[
w_i(x, t) = \phi \left( \frac{\| x - p_i \|}{t} \right), \quad \text{with} \quad \phi(s) = \left( \min(1, x^2) - 1 \right)^2.
\]  

(2)

In this approach, the coarser levels are thus obtained by increasing the support size of the weight function used in the least square minimization. This results in a family of surfaces \( S(t) \) which is continuous both in space and scale, and which is amenable to multi-scale analysis as shown in the Growing Least Square (GLS) framework [MGB*12].

From this decomposition, one can reconstruct a family of point clouds by accumulating the displacement vectors:

\[
P(a) = P^0 + \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} a_l D^l,
\]

where \( a = \{ a_l \} \) is the vector of coefficients controlling the influence of each level. For instance, using \( a_l = 1 \) for all levels yields the original point cloud \( P \).

4. Detection of pertinent feature scales

This section describes our analysis and learning pipeline for the automatic detection of pertinent scales in a given region of interest (ROI). Its general principle is depicted in Figure 2. As sketched in the overview, our analysis is based on the GLS measure of the geometric variation which, given a point \( p \in P \) and scale \( t \) estimates how much the surface varies for increasing scales around \( p \) (Figure 2b). This measure is recalled and discussed in section 4.1. Then, the number and respective scales of these features are extracted using a two steps procedure:

1. For each point of the ROI, we analyze its geometric variation profile to extract a super-set of the possible pertinent scales which are weighted according to some heuristics (Figure 2c). This step is detailed in section 4.2.

2. The results of the previous point-wise analysis are gathered over the ROI to get a measure of the likelihood of each scale to be a pertinent one. Pertinent scales are finally extracted using an unsupervised clustering algorithm as depicted in Figure 2d and detailed in section 4.3.

4.1. Geometric variation

In order to detect pertinent features with their respective scales, we first need a measure of the variation of the shape along the scale axis. A first option would be to directly consider the magnitude of the displacement vectors \( \bar{d}^l \) coming from the multi-scale decomposition. This measure is ex-
tremely local and significantly favors inflection points which will always exhibit small displacements. Indeed, intuitively other important aspects are the changes in the tangent frame orientation and changes of curvature. These three quantities are well captured by the geometric variation \( v \) as defined by the GLS framework \([\text{MGB}^{\ast}12]\):

\[
v(x,t) = \left( \frac{\partial \tau}{\partial t} \right)^2 + \left( t \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} \right)^2 + \left( t^2 \frac{\partial \kappa}{\partial t} \right)^2.
\] (4)

Here, \( \tau, \eta \) and \( \kappa \) are directly obtained from the parameter \( u(x,t) \) of the best fitted algebraic sphere such that they approximate the distance from \( x \) to the surface \( S(t) \) as well as its normal and mean curvature respectively. The role of the scale factors is to guarantee a scale invariant measure. We refer to \([\text{MGB}^{\ast}12]\) for the details on computing \( v \). By defining the discrete geometric variation of the point \( p_i \in P \) as \( v_i = v(p_i, t) \), the scale variation of the offset \( \tau \) is directly correlated to the magnitude of the displacement vector \( d_i \).

An important difference though, is that thanks to the continuous definition of these parameters in scale, their partial derivatives can be computed analytically and thus they do not depend at all on the arbitrary choice of a discretization in scale.

The behavior of these two measures are depicted in Figure 4 which also includes the more standard surface variation \([\text{PKG}03]\). This later is defined as the ratio between the smallest and the sum of the eigenvalues of the local covariance matrix. In practice, this ratio only measures the deviation of the neighborhood to a plane and often fails to capture many of the variations.

![Figure 4: Profiles of the GLS geometric variation \( v \), norm of the displacement vectors and Pauly et al.’s surface variation for the point \( p \). The black arrow represents the second detected scale by the geometric variation (\( \sim 0.08 \)).](image)

4.2. Point-wise pertinent scale weighting

Given a point \( p \in P \) and its geometric variation \( v(t) \), our primary goal at this stage of the algorithm is to define a measure \( \beta(p,t) \) of how well \( p \) belongs to a pertinent feature at scale \( t \). A popular approach to measure the importance of features in a signal \( f \) is to consider the homological persistence \( H_f(t_1, t_2) = f(t_2) - f(t_1) \) of a pair of scales \( t_1, t_2 \) corresponding to a pair of minimum-maximum in \( f \) \([\text{ELZ00}, \text{RKG}\]11\). The notion of homological persistence builds on the intuitive insight that pertinent features occur at scales exhibiting small variation, while a high variation indicates a transition between two features at different scales. A high persistence \( H \) characterizes a pair composed of a stable scale \( t_1 \) followed by an unstable scale \( t_2 \), which is thus characteristic of the presence of a pertinent feature at \( t_1 \). The homological persistence is usually employed to extract critical points by restricting the study to nested pairs.

Since our objective is different here, we do not want to restrict the set of pairs from topological considerations, but rather consider all possible pairs and defer the precise extraction until the analysis of the entire ROI. Nonetheless, in order to ease this last detection step, it is important to provide both discriminating and consistent weights. We accomplish this by combining \( H \) with other heuristics penalizing unwanted stable scales. Let \( \{t_1\} \) and \( \{T_j\} \) denote the set of scales corresponding to minima and maxima of \( v \) respectively. We propose to estimate the pertinence of a pair \( \{t_i, T_j\} \) with \( t_i < T_j \) using the following extended measure:

\[
\tilde{H}(t_i, T_j) = \left( \min \left( H_f, v(T_j) \right) - v(t_i) \right) \cdot \phi \left( \frac{v(t_i)}{\eta_v} \right) \cdot \prod_{k > i \& k < T_j} \left( 1 - \phi \left( \frac{v(t_k)}{\eta_v} \right) \right),
\]

(5)

where \( \phi \) is a decreasing smooth-step function as defined in equation 2, and \( \eta_v, H_v \) are two threshold values. The first factor corresponds to the homological persistence value with the difference that \( v \) is clamped to the maximal value \( H_v \). Indeed, \( v \) sums up differential quantities which can reach arbitrary large values. Such maxima would be given to much importance thus hiding the other relevant features. The second factor smoothly vanish when \( v(t_i) > \eta_v \), resulting in pairs starting from a too unstable minimum to get completely discarded. Such pairs can be considered as outliers, and removing them makes further analysis easier. This factor also allows us to give more importance to the magnitude of the minimum, and less to the maximum. Finally, the third factor penalizes pairs containing strong minima in the interval they define. It can be seen as a fuzzy implementation of the topological pair selection done in classical homological persistence. Our approach thus offers more robustness to noise.

To understand its rational, let us consider the plot of Figure 5, which exhibits one, very long interval of stable scales.

Due to noise, this interval includes many local minima. The minimum of these minima, as selected by classical homological persistence, can appear at very inconsistent scales from...
one point on the shape to another. Without this third factor, all these minima would be considered as one pertinent scale, this making further analysis more difficult. In contrast, our heuristics will strongly favor the minimum at the end of the stable interval, leading to both a discriminating and consistent behavior.

For all our experiments, we used $h_0 = 0.2$, and $H_0 = 2$. We emphasize that since $\nu$ is scale independent, these threshold values can be set once and for all, regardless of the characteristic of the input data sets. Finally, each scale that does not correspond to a local minimum is given a weight of zero, while the others are set to the sum of $H_l$.

The extraction of the pertinent scales thus boils down to a problem of clustering for which we propose to employ the well known $k$-means algorithm. Let us start by defining our objective function $s_k$ as:

$$s_k = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \beta_l \cdot (t_l - c_j)^2,$$

where $c_j$ is the centroid of the $j^{th}$ cluster, and $k$ is the number of clusters. Minimizing $s_k$ by the $k$-means algorithm implies two major difficulties. Firstly, we have to provide the number of clusters $k$ which is in our case the unknown number of pertinent scales. Secondly, the convergence of the algorithm and the quality of the result highly depends on the choice of the initial cluster positions.

Regarding the second issue, we adapted the $k$-means++ algorithm [AV07] to take into account our weighted data. The centers are computed one after the other using the following procedure:

1. The center $c_1$ is randomly selected among the discrete scales $t_i$ with a probability proportional to $\beta_l$.
2. For each scale $t_i$, compute the distance $d(t_i)$ between $t_i$ and the nearest center that has already been computed.
3. The next center is randomly selected among the discrete scales $t_i$ with a probability proportional to $\beta_l d(t_i)^2$.

4.3. Region-based pertinent scale extraction

Given a region of interest $Q \subset P$, our goal is now to extract the scales of the most prominent features of $Q$. To this end, we aggregate the previous point-wise pertinent measures by accumulating them for each scale level $l \in [0, L]$. This leads to a discrete set of values:

$$\beta_l = \sum_{p \in Q} \beta(p, t_l),$$

which can be seen as a distribution over the scale axis representing the likelihood of each scale to be a pertinent one in the ROI. An example of this distribution is illustrated in Figure 6 on a vase model.
Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all centers have been computed. Since we strived to build the weights $\beta_i$ to be as discriminating as possible, this initialization of the centers often leads to very good guesses.

Still remains the problem of automatically choosing the number $k$ of clusters. We accomplish this challenging task using an incremental approach adapted from the work of Pham et al. [PDN05]. The general principle is to perform the above $k$-means++ clustering for a predefined range of $k \in [1, k_{\text{max}}]$ and evaluate the relative benefit of an additional cluster. The insight is that the optimal number of clusters corresponds to the case for which adding one cluster yields the best improvement. This is accomplished by computing the ratio $\alpha_k = \frac{s_k}{s_{k+1}}$, and the optimal number of clusters is thus the one for which $\alpha_k$ is minimal. This selection procedure is illustrated in Figure 6. For all our experiments we took $k_{\text{max}} = 7$ which is a rather conservative choice.

5. Feature editing

We now have all the ingredients to design an intuitive tool for the manipulation of surface features. In pre-process, the input point cloud or mesh vertices is augmented by the multi-scale decomposition described in section 3. During the interactive editing session, the user starts by selecting a ROI using a brush (Figure 7a). This ROI is used to learn the scales of the pertinent features as in section 4 (Figure 7b). Therefore, this ROI do not have to correspond to the entire region the user wants to edit: it only has to be a good representative and it can thus be significantly smaller.

This analysis is carried out in real-time from which we build a graphical equalizer as traditionally used to control frequency bands of a signal (Figure 7c). The difference here is that our analysis allows us to generate an equalizer with the correct number of sliders such that the band controlled by each slider is precisely mapped to a pertinent feature. More precisely, the result of the analysis is a set of $k$ pertinent scales $c_1, \ldots, c_k$ ordered such that $c_j > c_{j+1}$.

We generate $k+1$ sliders controlling a partition of bands $b_0, \ldots, b_k$ defined as follow:

$$b_0 = [0, c_1], \ldots, b_j = [c_j, c_{j+1}], \ldots, b_k = [c_k, 0]. \quad (8)$$

The last band controls the finest details or noise. The value of the $j$th slider is thus directly mapped to the subset of reconstruction coefficients $a_j \in a$ used to reconstruct the surface from its multi-scale decomposition (equation 3).

In practice, this editing can be localized by selecting any region having a similar structure as the ROI (Figure 7d). In that case, each point or vertex has to store its own vector of reconstruction coefficients $a$. Moreover, in order to ensure a continuous reconstruction, the effect of the sliders within the region has to smoothly vanish at the boundary of the selected region.

A typical editing session is depicted in Figure 7: a small ROI of the Armadillo’s shell is used to quickly learn its feature scales, and then the entire shell is edited by manipulating a single slide to invert the cavities.

6. Results

In our prototype implementation, the multi-scale decomposition is precomputed using a $kd$-tree to accelerate the neighbor search. The fitting at scale $i$ is performed by collecting all the neighbors within the distance $t$ of the current point. This preprocess takes from several seconds to a few minutes depending on the size of the point clouds, number of scales, and size of the largest scales. We believe that multiple order of magnitude could be saved using both a GPU implementation and by iteratively down-sampling the input point cloud to compute the largest scales [PKG06].

For all our experiments we spread between 10 and 30 discrete levels according to a logarithmic distribution in a scale interval ranging from $2 \times 30 \times$ the average point spacing. We report in Table 1 timings measured to process the ROI

---

**Figure 7:** Overview of an interactive editing session: starting from a selected ROI (a), our system automatically extract the pertinent scales interactively (b). A graphic equalizer is generated and mapped to scale intervals in the multi-scale decomposition (c). (d) The user can select any region containing similar feature scales on the model and edit them using the sliders, all the changes being applied in real-time.
of different models, which includes the computation of the geometric variation, the generation of the distribution $\beta_l$ and the extraction of the pertinent scales. This table also includes times required to update the whole objects when moving sliders, which constitutes a worst-case scenario as one usually edits only a sub-part of the object. In almost all our experiments both the ROI analysis and the geometry editing are performed in real time. When the ROI is too huge, as in the 5th row corresponding to a ROI of 453k points, the analysis requires about half a minute. In such a case, we believe that multiple order of magnitude could be saved by iteratively down-sampling the input point cloud to compute the largest scales [PKG06].

Various results of our editing tools are provided in Figure 9 on a synthetic object, in Figure 1 on a large sculpted mesh, and in Figures 8 and 10 on scanned objects. All these results include both smoothing and enhancement of both small and medium scale details. We emphasize that smoothing a medium scale feature while preserving finer details, as for instance in Figures 10 and 8-right, is impossible to achieve with standard smoothing tools. Figure 11 demonstrates the ability of our approach to detect and edit large scale features. In Figure 12 we used our tool on a raw noisy point cloud acquired by a Kinect to remove the levels of the first detected scale, corresponding to the acquisition noise. We believe that such an approach could be automatized to clean noisy point clouds without user supervision.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a novel technique for the automatic extraction of the pertinent scales of surface features. Our approach exploits recent advances in multi-scale analysis of point clouds and does not require any connectivity information. We showed how to turn the problem of scale detection into a more general clustering problem thus
allowing us to take advantage of the extended literature on the subject. We demonstrated the robustness and utility of our approach through a novel editing tool of surface features combining our detecting mechanism with a compatible multi-scale point-cloud decomposition.

One of the limitations of multi-scale representations is the relatively high memory overhead to store all intermediate levels. Therefore, it would make sense to study the possibility to exploit meshless multi-resolution structures which are much lighter [WGE*04]. Our current approach is also limited to features exhibiting a constant scale, and it would be interesting to extend it to track scale-varying features as the headband of Figure 10. Finally, another venue for future work would be to investigate whether our pertinent scale detection method could be adapted to the automatic selection of eigenfunctions basis in spectral geometry processing.
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